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1. The letter to Chief Librarian Bruun -- 2. Were there any crusades in
the periphery? -- 3. The missionary wars of the 11th century :
precursors of the Crusades -- 4. Is the edge of the world far away? --
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victorious crusader kings -- 7. The struggle for land and history -- 8.
The rise and fall of the crusader kingdoms -- 9. Syncretism and
regimentation -- 10. Co-ordinated crusades in north and south? -- 11.
Conclusion.
"This book is the first to compare Denmark and Portugal systematically
in the High Middle Ages and demonstrates how the two countries
became strong kingdoms and important powers internationally by their
participation in the crusading movement. Communication in the Middle
Ages was better developed than often assumed and institutions, ideas,
and military technology was exchanged rapidly, meaning it was
possible to coordinate great military expeditions across the
geographical periphery of Western Europe. Both Denmark and Portugal
were closely connected to the sea and developed strong fleets, at the
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entrance to the Baltic and in the Mediterranean Seas respectively. They
also both had religious borders, to the pagan Wends and to the
Muslims, that were pushed forward in almost continuous crusades
throughout the centuries. Crusading at the Edges of Europe follows the
major campaigns of the kings and crusaders in Denmark and Portugal
and compares war-technology and crusading ideology, highlighting
how the countries learned from each other and became organised for
war"--Publisher description.


